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Digital Connections and Opportunities 
The Future of Technology, Centered in Equity 

 

Increased global connectivity and advancements in artificial intelligence, automation, and computational 

technology are shaping how we live, learn, work, and solve problems. While these new capabilities 

present opportunities and the prospect of advanced discoveries, new jobs, and transforming industries, 

they also have the potential to perpetuate inequities and divides. The COVID-19 pandemic, alongside 

loud and necessary calls for racial justice,1 have put a spotlight on ever-present inequities and 

inefficiencies. from the digital divide2, to occupational segregation3, to antiquated government systems.4 

There is also heightened realization that communities around the world must be equipped to realize a 

technological future—and present—that supports and advances humanity.  

 

Global, cross-sector intentionality is vital to developing a future of technology that fosters accessible, 

safe, and just digital connections and opportunities, while also fueling innovation and advancement. At 

the frontier of digital connectivity, we must work to build equitable access to knowledge and 

information; to create efficient and supportive infrastructures that modernize the systems of yesterday 

and ready our communities for tomorrow; empower with skills building and opportunities that ensure 

all communities are creators of technology, not just consumers; and to dismantle the homogeneity that 

is a hallmark of the technology industry. As the world navigates the rapid pace of the current 

technological revolution, champions across sectors are centering equity, access, and inclusion to ensure 

that this revolution brings all of society forward. 

  

This conference session will explore how technology and technologists are shaping the future of 

digital connections for the advancement of all communities. We will discuss the myriad ways 

technology influences and impacts how we navigate our daily lives, and models of cross-sector 

strategies to center equity at this frontier. We will explore how learning, workforce, infrastructure, and 

global politics are interacting with—and shaping—the future of technological advancements and their 

impact. 

 

 

 

 
1 https://techcrunch.com/2020/08/06/79-of-tech-workers-expect-company-solidarity-with-black-lives-matter/ 
2 https://www.govtech.com/network/Opinion-Pennsylvania-Must-Narrow-Its-Digital-Divide.html 
3 https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2019/09/11/the-differing-impact-of-automation-on-men-and-womens-work/ 
4 https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-news/pages/desperate-need-for-cobol-programmers-underlines-importance-of-workforce-

planning.aspx 
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Track Themes and Guiding Questions 

1. Inclusive and accessible technology for lifelong learning: What does it look like to create and 

use technology to enhance broad accessibility and lifelong learning? What opportunities exist 

when innovations designed for accessibility open a new future of tech solutions for all of 

society?   

2. Equity and advancement in the technology workforce: What strategies and culture shifts are 

necessary for a technology workforce that reflects, includes, and supports the full diversity of 

people and experiences of our global society? What opportunities will emerge when this cross-

cutting and influential sector fully mirrors the communities it transforms? 

3. Sustaining efficient and effective infrastructures through technology: What role do technology 

and technologists have in shaping the infrastructures on which our communities are built? What 

are the societal implications of more effective and efficient infrastructures driven by tech? 

4. Technology to empower people, prosperity, and peace around the globe: How do we ensure 

technological innovation addresses the foundational needs of global communities? How can the 

technology sector ensure the rapid pace of innovation advances a safe, just, and equitable 

future? 
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Special thanks to Frontier Ambassador Fellow Dr. Stephanie Rodriguez for all her work to shape and 

curate the content, including this brief, for the Digital Connections and Opportunities track of  

the 2020 New Frontiers Virtual National Summit 

 

 

 

Founded in 1973, the Association of Science and Technology Centers (ASTC) is a network of 

nearly 700 science and technology centers and museums, and allied organizations, engaging more 

than 110 million people annually across North America and in almost 50 countries. 

https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2016/02/will-the-push-for-coding-lead-to-technical-ghettos/471300/
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/a3a0/4f310bce32f13961b39066bf9cafe94ba045.pdf?_ga=2.178466720.528196120.1602809067-974103290.1602693755
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/a3a0/4f310bce32f13961b39066bf9cafe94ba045.pdf?_ga=2.178466720.528196120.1602809067-974103290.1602693755
https://www.un.org/en/un75/impact-digital-technologies
https://www.cyberstates.org/index.html#keyfindings
https://www.cyberstates.org/pdf/CompTIA_Cyberstates_2020.pdf
https://modus.medium.com/why-accessibility-is-the-future-of-tech-a3f535cc4f0e
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_curb_cut_effect
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/industries/capital-projects-infrastructure/publications/infrastructure-trends/global-infrastructure-trends-developments-in-technology.html#cta-1
http://send.astc.org/link.cfm?r=DvZwDpj5ORG3dIW5KfEZtQ~~&pe=IMNviVazaLerDuKuIQlDKgng741WVH80y8fXczW87nDafs5toREKz5C771xYqPJXXxaIXXSUMuRZYrOg99iUag~~&t=pMMYCyf_XqxJKXSo6_ZgsQ~~

